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Abstract
HTTPFUSE PS3Linux is an Internet boot framework for Playstation3 Linux distributions. We utilize an
intelligent boot loader “kboot” and stackable virtual disk “HTTPFUSE LOOP”. Kboot is default boot loader for
PS3Linux, which downloads Linux kernel and miniroot from HTTP server. HTTPFUSE LOOP obtains a root
file system via HTTP. HTTPFUSE LOOP is applied to Debian GNU/Linux and Ubuntu which are installed on a
builtin hard disk. We only have to customize the kernel and miniroot for HTTPFUSE PS3Linux. It makes
possible to replace the boot device from internal hard disk to Internet.

1.Introduction
Playstation3 gives us high performance computing with low price. We hope anonymous users to try PS3
Linux[1] without effort of installing Linux. We are developing “HTTPFUSE PS3Linux” to anyone try it easily.
Using HTTPFUSE PS3Linux, it is no need to create any partition for PS3Linux, nor install it.
Our original idea comes from “HTTPFUSE KNOPPIX”[2]. Its root file system is on an HTTP server, and
anonymous users starts KNOPPIX anywhere on the Internet. It boots from small CDROM image, includes the
kernel and miniroot image. HTTPFUSE LOOP is stackable virtual disk. It constructs a block device from the
block files on HTTP servers. The block files are made from a normal disk image by splitting it into constant size
pieces. The piece is named by the SHA1 hash value of its data and saved as a file. The file name acts the address
of the block. It makes easy to apply security update for anonymous users because it is only to add new block files
on the server.
This framework isn't limited to KNOPPIX and can be applied to PLAYSTATION3: PS3 has kboot[3] as default
boot loader. Kboot downloads kernel and miniroot from HTTP server. So, HTTPFUSE PS3Linux can eliminate
a kernel and miniroot on the machine. Current HTTPFUSE LOOP is readonly. We use devicemapper to make
readwrite access.

2. About PS3Linux
Playstation3 is a game console which has CELL processor, very powerful computer. Table 1 is specification of
PS3 and there is a project to run Linux on CELL processor machine. Unfortunately PS3Linux lacks some PS3's
features graphic optimization for example, even though we use power of CELL processor. It is based on Linux
PPC and some patch to use PS3's feature including SPE support. Some of them is merged to main line of Linux
kernel. Cell broadband engine SDK is available for developers. Using this, we can develop fullfeatured program
for CELL processor.

CPU

Cell processor (1 PPE and 7 SPE)

GPU

RSX(can not use full function on PS3Linux)

Memory

256MB XDR Main RAM, 256MB GDDR3 VRAM

HDD

2.5” Serial ATA 20GB/60GB

I/O

USB 2.0 x 4

Network

Ethernet (1000BASET)

Table 1:Spec of Playstation3(partial)

Figure 1:Block diagram of PS3
Figure 1 is block diagram of PS3. PS3 has flash memory for a boot loader. PS3Linux boots from kboot which
is installed in the flash memory.

3. Booting PS3Linux from Internet
3.1. Booting Kernel from the Internet
On PS3Linux's startup, default boot loader kboot is executed. Kboot is a boot loader baced on kexec. It is
combination of kernel and small user land programs. It configures hardware and network on target machine, and
waiting for user's input. The kernel and miniroot are able to downloaded from HTTP server. For example, typing
like Figure 2, kboot downloads kernel and miniroot from http://www.example.org/ps3/ using kboot's userland
program “wget” and saves them as temporary file. When downloading is complete, kboot executes them using
kexec.

Figure 2:Downloading and executing kernel and miniroot

3.2. Mounting root file system using HTTPFUSE LOOP
When the target kernel is executed, it configures hardware and mounts root file system. On HTTPFUSE PS3
Linux, it installs kernel modules, configures network (and storage device for HTTPFUSE LOOP's cache if
needed), it mounts HTTPFUSE LOOP as root file system. Most Linux distributions can not run with HTTP
FUSE LOOP directly, because most Linux distributions needs write permission to root file system but HTTP
FUSE LOOP is readonly device. To solve this problem, we use dmsnapshot of devicemapper to make
temporally write permission to the HTTPFUSE LOOP device. Figure 3 shows how dmsnapshot is used.

Figure 3:Mapping readwrite snapshot to readonly HTTPFUSE LOOP

4. HTTPFUSE LOOP
The idea of HTTPFUSE LOOP depends on CLOOP of KNOPPIX. CLOOP is convenient because it saves
block device to a file and reduces the size. However, CLOOP is still one big file and it is not suitable for handling
over the Internet. When it is updated, one big file must be rebuilt.
To solve the problems, we adapt block management style of Venti[4]. Data of a block device is divided by a fixed
block size and saved for many small block files. Saved data are also compressed. Block files are treated as network
transparent between local and remote. Local storage acts as a cache. The downloaded block files are measured
with its contents SHA1 digest. It keeps security for Internet block device. The feature of the network loopback
device is followings.
• A block file is made of split block device(Default split size is 256KB). A block data is compressed by zlib and
saved to a block file.
♦ The original CLOOP's split size "64KB" is too small and makes too many files.
• Block files are mapped to a loopback device with the mapping table file.
• The mapping of block file is done when a relevant read request is issued. After mapping, the block file is
erasable from local storage, because it is redownloaded from Internet.
• A name of block file is the hash value of SHA1. If the block contents are same, they are held together a same
name file and reduce total volume. The block contents become identifiable because it is confirmed by the
SHA1 file name.
• Block files are downloadable from HTTP server because HTTP is expected to be strong file delivery
infrastructure. For examples, mirror servers and proxy servers.
• When mapping a block file to the loopback device, the contents are measured with SHA1 file name which is
listed in the mapping table file.
• Partial Updatable. When an application is updated original block device, relevant block files are renewed with
new SHA1 file name. The mapping table file is also renewed. The rest block files are reusable.
"FUSE" (File system in USErspace)[5] is used to implement the virtual loopback device.

Figure 4:Creation of block files from OS image

Figure 4 shows the creation of block files and a mapping table file "map01.idx". They are made from a block
device which includes root file system. Each block file has a name of SHA1. "map01.idx" has a mapping table of
the block files.

Figure 5:Diagram of HTTPFUSE LOOP
Figure 5 shows the diagram of HTTPFUSE LOOP. There two major control threads. One is loopback setup of
loop back device, the other is HTTPFUSE LOOP. The main program is implemented as a part of FUSE wrapper
program. A mapping table file has to be obtained in security. The mapping table file is used to setup HTTPFUSE
LOOP. When a read request is issued, HTTPFUSE LOOP driver searches a relevant block file with the mapping
table file. If a relevant file exists on a local storage, the file is used. If not, the file is downloaded from Internet.
The block files are downloaded by HTTP server with "libcurl".
The downloaded block file is stored at local storage (/var/tmp/blocks/). If the storage space is not enough
(more than 80% is used), the previous downloaded files are removed by LIFO of water mark algorithm. Figure 6
indicate a HTTPFUSE LOOP from a view of block mapping.

Figure 6:Block mapping of HTTPFUSE LOOP

Update by difference blocks
The addressing of HTTPFUSE LOOP is managed by the mapping table file. So the update of HTTPFUSE
LOOP is done by adding updated block files and renewing mapping table file. The rest block files are reusable. To
achieve this function, the file system on HTTPFUSE LOOP have to treat block unit update as EXT2 file system.
"iso9660" is not suitable because partial update of iso9660 changes the location of following blocks. The updated
block is saved to a file with new file name of SHA1. Collision of file name will be rarely happened. Even if a
collision happens, we can check and fix before uploading the block files.
Figure 7 shows an example of update of HTTPFUSE LOOP. It is useful to update applications of KNOPPIX,
especially for security update. Furthermore we can rollback to an old file system if the old mapping table
"map02.idx" and block files exist.

Figure 7:Partial update of HTTPFUSE LOOP

Optimization
HTTPFUSE LOOP is vulnerable to network latency and causes narrow band width. Especially boot time has no
cue to hide latency. To solve this problem, we add two functions, "netselect" and "DLAHEAD(download ahead) ".
Netselect enables us to find the best site and DLAHEAD enables us to download the necessary block files in
advance.
"netselect" is a software to search the shortest latency site among candidates using "ping". We prepare several
HTTP sites for OS Circular and add a boot option of "netselect" to find nearest site automatically. We arranged the
HTTP sites to be dispersed across the global as possible.
DLAHEAD downloads the necessary block files in advance. The list of necessary block files is made from the
boot profile. DLAHEAD establishes multiple connections and downloads block files in parallel. The default
number of connections is 4. The downloaded block files are saved to a local storage and work as cache.

5. Distribute HTTPFUSE LOOP to worldwide
HTTP-FUSE LOOP is vulnerable to network latency and causes narrow bandwidth because it uses HTTP. HTTPFUSE LOOP server and client should be near because there are correlations in a network latency and a physical
distance. We are willing to distribute HTTP-FUSE PS3-Linux to worldwide.

5.1. Worldwide Mirror Server
Many HTTP hosting services are available around the world, and we can use them comparatively easily. It is one
of the reason that we started to develop HTTPFUSE LOOP and distribute it. Block files of HTTPFUSE PS3
Linux are available in Japan, United States and United Kingdom. We will distribute them to more regions.

5.2. Select nearest Server Automatically
Even though we distributed block files of HTTPFUSE PS3Linux, it is quite difficult that anonymous users
find the best candidate. We are working to solve this problem. Previously we adopted the method of selecting the
server that existed near the client automatically by using "DNSBalance"[6]. In this method, we provided one host
name (select.inetboot.net) to select nearest server and returns it as IP address. Figure 8 shows outline of the
solution.

Figure 8:Select nearest server using DNSBalance
This specification caused problem on inexpensive web hosting service because they use virtual host and require
exact virtual host name. We are working to solve this problem.

6. Performance
We measured the performance on HTTPFUSE PS3Linux. PS3 is available on Japan, and block files of HTTP
FUSE LOOP is on Japan and United States. Network latency from client to HTTP server on Japan is about 3.5
millisecond, to HTTP server on United States is about 120 millisecond. We booted Ubuntu of HTTPFUSE PS3
Linux from these HTTP servers.
The boot time of Ubuntu on HTTPFUSE PS3Linux was measured till the gdm(GNOME Display Manager).
The boot time from Japan was 1 minute and 6 seconds and from United States was 17 minutes and 26 seconds.
HTTP connection was established (and closed) 11 times to Japan and 39 times to United states. It is because
HTTPFUSE LOOP driver keeps connection to prevent many times of connection, but keepalive connection of
HTTP is disconnected by amount of transfer and timeout of connection.

Figure 9:Throughput of HTTPFUSE PS3Linux

Figure 10:Amount of transferred data

Figure 9 shows the throughput of HTTPFUSE PS3Linux. The result shows network latency is heavily affected
to boot time. Figure 10 shows amount of transferred data. Amount of transferred data are about 73MB.

7. Future Plan
7.1. Persistent User Directory
HTTPFUSE PS3Linux does not provide any persistent user directory now. If an user want to save his or her
own data, he or she should use external USB storage or file transfer protocol. It is not convenient.
We are planning make persistent user directory using network file system like sshfs. In Ubuntu we distribute,
sshfs and gmailfs are installed.

7.2. HTTPFUSE LOOP using SPEs
HTTPFUSE LOOP runs on user land. It is easy to make user land driver for HTTPFUSE LOOP[7]. It might
decompress block file faster than PPE.

7.3. Writing to HTTPFUSE LOOP
Current version of HTTPFUSE LOOP is readonly and we must update original block device to update block
files. For future version, we enables writing to HTTPFUSE LOOP device and everyone can make their own block
files.

8. Conclusions
We proposed Internet boot framework “HTTPFUSE PS3Linux”. HTTPFUSE PS3Linux makes anonymous
users to try PS3Linux without installing.
The current target distributions are Ubuntu and Debian GNU/Linux. We will provide them to HTTP servers
around the world.
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